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Dates to Remember:
Show dates are listed for info only. Not all shows noted will be
attended. Please watch the board for confirmed shows.

December
29th TTC Hunter Show

January
5th Mounted Pony Club
6th Pinehurst Winter Dressage
16th Unmounted Pony Club
19th NCDCTA Awards Gala
19th Hillcrest Dressage & CT
20th Pinehurst Winter Dressage
20th Tryon Dressage
“You can never rely on a horse that is educated by fear.
There will always be something that he fears more than
you. But, when he trusts you, he will ask you what to do
when he is afraid.”
~ Antione de Pluvinel, French riding master 1552-1620

Are you new to
Hidden K Stables?
Have you received a welcome
packet? If not, ask your instructor
for a copy. Welcome packets are full
of useful information.

February
nd

2 IDA @ St. Andrews
2nd Mounted Pony Club
3rd Pinehurst Schooling Dressage
9th IHSA @ Emory & Henry
10th Unmounted Pony Club w YVHPC
16th IHSA @ V-tech
16th Upgrade your eye dressage clinic, FENCE
17th IDA @ Averett
23rd IHSA @ UNCG
23rd Carolina Region Quiz Rally, Charlotte
24th WFU IDA Home Show*

March
nd

STAFF:
Michelle Hargreaves:
Owner/Operator, 336-403-7131
Jordan Belanger:
Assistant Trainer, 336-712-5806
Lauren Campbell
Assistant Instructor, 336-712-5158
Dawn Longman
Office Assistant/Pony Club 336-971-4619

Dec 2018

2 Mounted Pony Club
3rd Pinehurst Schooling Dressage
9-10th Southern Pines Horse Trials
12th Unmounted Pony Club
15-17th Carolina Region SJ Rally
30-31th March Magic Dressage
*Indicates arenas will be closed for riding.
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CELEBRATIONS!
Congratulations to NCDCTA Horse of the Year winners in the Junior/Young Rider Division; 3rd level Elle & Alexa Clegg
3rd place, 2nd level Elle & Alexa Clegg Reserve Champion and Shadow & Iselle Longman 5th place, 1st Level Shadow &
Iselle Longman 3rd place, Musical Freestyle Shadow & Iselle Longman Reserve Champion and Elle & Alexa Clegg 3rd
place.
Congratulations Anna and Amanda Tilchin, Champion TIP rider November Warhorse HT.
Congratulations to all of our Pony Clubbers who rated up in December: Amelia & Mattie D1 & D2, Kendal D1-D3,
Kaleb D2 HM, Hannah Beckman D3 HM & D2, Payden & Pepper D2, Belle D2 HM, Flat & Stadium, Audrey D3
HM & Flat, Anna Rose D3, Hannah Brewer C1 & C2 dressage, Maggie & Brianna C1 HM & Flat.
Congratulations WFU riders; Tori Spong, Abby Trombley and Will Gaither for already qualifying for Regionals.
Huge thanks to Michelle & Christian Speas for opening their home to host the Hidden K Stables Christmas Party!
Huge thanks to Catherine & Rob Clegg for opening their home to host the Hidden K Stables Pony Club Christmas
Party!
Huge thanks to all of our riders who came out to help during “Snowpacalypse” aka Winter Storm Diego 2018!
Many thanks to the parents who put in hours and hours of work as the steering committee to help us pull off our second
successful Carolina Region Fall Festival. Megan Ledbetter, Alice Oakley, Deb Godshall, Catherine Clegg, Elizabeth
Jensen, Tamara Mc Laughlin, Lia Erickson and Darcy Dennison Harwood.
Thanks to Jen Pogacic for coming all the way back from the UK to teach at Fall Festival.
Thanks to Kate Fiebrandt for bringing the awesome Blacksmith Buddy to Fall Festival to teach farrier work to the region.
Thanks to our concession stand sponsors Bagel Station and Starbucks for your support for the IHSA/IDA Home
shows!
Thanks to our 2018 Pony Club raters for conduction our very rainy 2018 rating days; Kate Fiebrandt, Aryn Rollberg &
Tori Spong.

Hidden K Stables Client
Form
Have you completed the new updated Hidden
K Stables Client form? This form will help us
keep track of all of your important information
like lessons and emergency contact
information. Please help us by taking just a
few moments to complete your form today.

Hold Ctl key and click to launch

Visit the New Hidden K Apparel
Store for some great new apparel
offerings!
HKS Team Apparel
~Horses for lease:
Lucky, Hannah, Tabby, TJ
~Horses for sale:
Justin, Shadow, Mini, TJ, CJ,
Even, Eddie, Maui & Poptart

~Congratulations:
Maggie & Deniro
Molly & Devon
Anna Rose & Topenga
Mattie & Tabby (lease)
~Welcome:
Marli & Danny
Anna & Ben
Tammy & Boogie
Kebbie & Justin

Hidden K Stables is home to:
Equestrian Team

What is a Good Warm-Up?
A good warm-up will result in a horse who is physically and
mentally relaxed. How you get to this point can vary depending
on the particular horse, but there are often common principles
shared by both different individuals and different disciplines.
Most trainers agree that a good warm-up begins with an
active, forward-marching walk. This allows the horse’s
muscles to warm up and stretch, and is also an opportunity for
the rider to gauge the horse’s mental state on that particular
day.
“I always begin with a long warm-up with each horse, a
minimum of ten minutes of loose rein walking on the buckle,
unless the horse is young or unknown to me or fresh, and for
safety reasons I feel I need to have just a long rein,” Brain
says. “After ten minutes I take up contact and begin moving
the horse around in big loopy turns, circles, changes of
direction until I feel I can maintain the forward active walk and
the horse begins to put himself into the contact. Once I feel the
horse is straight, forward and accepting both reins well, I will
do some form of leg yielding and lateral exercises in a medium
walk that is suitable for the level of the horse: basic quarters-in
and out, easy leg yields across the diagonal, walking turn on
the forehand and haunches. I may then build to more
advanced walk exercises such as walk pirouettes, half pass,
zig-zag half pass if the horse is trained to a higher level, or I
would just move into the trot.”
When picking up the trot, Brain recommends “first staying
large to achieve a basic forward active trot with energy and
rhythm.”
“I also often include a lot of leg yielding at the walk so that the
horse
becomes
loose,”
Tapley
adds, “and
lots of transitions
Keep
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and
bending
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Hidden
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side.”
hiddenkstables.com/
Tapley continues, “We like to start the warm-up with the horse
Follow us on Facebook:
low, round, and loose. They need to be stretching down
facebook.com/groups/36445737051/
towards the contact.”
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the horse and warm up his muscles.
Follow Hidden K Stables on Instagram
@HiddenKStables
Follow HKSR&R on Facebook:
facebook.com/hiddenkhorserescue
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Starting out on the Right Foot: Warm-Up, part 1
By Jess Hallas-Kilcoyne
When we go to the gym we all know that a good warm-up session is
essential when it comes to protecting against such injuries as pulled
muscles or strained tendons and ligaments. There is no difference when
it comes to your horse’s workout.
Many horses spend 23 hours of each day standing around in relatively
small paddocks. Their muscles may become cold and stiff, and the risk of
injury to the horse would be quite high if the rider was to drag the horse
out of the barn, mount up, and immediately begin schooling sliding
stops or a jumping course.
Regardless of your discipline, a good warm-up should result in a relaxed,
supple, and attentive horse, whose performance during the workout
session will be vastly improved.
What is the Purpose of the Warm-Up?
One of the most important reasons to ride a good warm-up is to prepare
the horse physically for the workout session.
“A warm-up takes time. You can’t rush muscles and joints and you can’t
work a cold muscle. If you take a cold muscle and stretch it, you can
damage it,” says Nancy Tapley, an EC Level 3 Eventing Coach, Dressage,
and Event Jumper Judge. “If we don’t warm-up and cool down properly,
we’re going to cause micro tears and injuries.”
“Physically, a warm-up is important because it prevents and reduces
your chance of injury,” says Guy Robertson, a reining trainer who was
named to Team Canada in 2004 and 2005 and has competed with great
success both in Canada and the US.
“Mentally, it sets the foundation for the rest of your training session or
horse show event.”
As important as the warm-up is for preparing the horse’s body for the
work session, there is also a strong mental component to a proper
warm-up.
“A good warm-up properly prepares the horse for the main focus of that
day’s training by...also mentally bringing the horse over to your side,”
says Karen Brain, an EC Level 2 coach and member of the Para-dressage
team at the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing.
“It’s important that a horse is warmed up physically, but it’s just as
important or maybe even more so that the horse is prepared mentally. A
horse that is in the right frame of mind is going to be easier to teach and
have a much better attitude,” says Robertson.
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Tips from the Trainers

Not a dressage rider? You need the pyramid too!
The idea for the “Pyramid of Training,” or training scale, was first conceived in
Europe by a General von Redwitz and a Colonel Hans von Heydebreck in 1912, and
was later included in the official German training manual after W.W.II. Today in the
United States, it is required reading for all certified dressage instructors. Briefly, the
training scale was intended as a written progression of steps to be taken in
schooling the dressage horse, “start to finish.” However, a horse’s physical
development, his mental understanding of what is being asked of him, and the ease
with which he potentially relates to the human can be sought after in any riding
style or discipline. Therefore, the pyramid can be applied to any horse whose work
demands athletic skill, and it can be studied by horsemen and women who wish to
increase their level of understanding (at least intellectually) about the bodybuilding
phases a horse must go through to perform increasingly difficult actions or
movements.
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To all of our boarders, students,
parents, supporters and friends.
We are truly a barn family and
appreciate the little things each of
you do every single day to make our
lives just a little bit easier and
happier.
The staff ay Hidden K Stables.
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